
Releasing the Brakes on Cell Fate
REMoVING oNE TRANSCRIPTIoN FACToR ALLoWS oTHERS To DRIVE CELLuLAR DESTINY.

Converting one cell type directly into another is a kind of  
modern-day alchemy, an ultimate goal in biological research. But  
unlike turning base metals into gold, changing a cell’s identity is  
feasible, new research shows. 

While many scientists attempt to convert cell types by beginning 
with the clean slate of a stem cell, HHMI investigator Oliver Hobert 
wanted to skip a step and change one cell to another without using 
stem cells. But in his study organism, the nematode Caenorhabditis 
elegans, the factors required to produce neurons from stem cells had 
no effect when expressed in other cell types. 

Hobert and his colleagues at the Columbia University  
College of Physicians and Surgeons hypothesized that the problem 
wasn’t the factors—it was that cells have a protective mechanism in 
place to prevent reprogramming. 

To find the key that makes cells impervious to reprogramming, 
Hobert’s lab group individually blocked expression of different 
genes in thousands of C. elegans worms and then induced expres-
sion of a neuron factor. In one line, which could not make a protein 
called Lin-53, the germ cells—precursors to sperm and egg cells—
changed to neuron cells. 

Lin-53 plays a role in controlling gene expression in a cell  
by altering its chromatin, or DNA packaging. But the protein  

has never before been linked 
to the ability to reprogram 
a cell. Hobert’s team was 
able to convert the germ 
cells to three different types 
of neurons by using dif-
ferent neuron factors. In 
each case, within 6 hours 
of receiving the Lin-53 
block and a  neuron-specific 
factor, the cell changed its gene expression and underwent mor-
phological changes. The results appeared online in Science on 
December 9, 2010.

“This is a potential first step toward being able to generate  
any cell type you want,” says Hobert. “By removing Lin-53, we  
have put a foot in the door to allow other transcription factors  
to drive cell fate.” His team has also found ways to convert skin  
cells into neurons by removing a separate factor, also  
involved in chromatin biology. Hobert thinks that each  
tissue type has its own reprogramming deterrent in place. 
Releasing these brakes allows cell switching to speed ahead. W  
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of schistosomes, he turned to planarians. 

His findings could now lead back to ways to 

thwart schistosome infections. 

Some schistosomes and planarians have 

complicated sex lives—they can switch 

between sexual and asexual reproduction 

depending on the environment or life-cycle 

stage. Newmark and his colleagues at the 

university of Illinois at urbana–Champaign 

suspected that this switch was triggered 

by a signal from the brain, since planarians  

without heads (famous for their regeneration  

skills) reabsorb their reproductive organs. 

The researchers knew that enzymes 

called convertases are required to pro-

duce neuropeptides, the molecules they 

suspected played a role in signaling. So 

they deleted a convertase called pc2 from 

planarians. Sure enough, the flatworms’ 

reproductive tissues reverted to a more 

primitive, asexual state, just like they’d seen 

in planarians without heads. 

Then the scientists searched the pla-

narian genome for genes encoding  

neuropeptides. They found around 50 

genes, which helped them narrow their 

focus to one that’s expressed only in sexu-

ally reproducing flatworms. Disrupting this 

gene had the same effects as deleting pc2, 

the team reports in the october 12, 2010, 

issue of PLoS Biology. They have also identi-

fied similar hormones in Schistosoma, which 

could lead to a new way to block the repro-

duction cycle of the infectious flatworm.

turNiNg oN stem cell 

multiplicatioN

An overlooked layer of cells that line blood 

vessels and are found in bone marrow 

and other tissue is key to coaxing adult 

stem cells to multiply, a new study shows. 

The endothelium, thought to be largely a 

source of oxygen and nutrients to tissues, 

also releases growth factors. 

In March 2010, HHMI investigator 

Shahin Rafii of the Weill Cornell Medical 

College published evidence showing that 

endothelial cells in bone marrow express 

growth factors. Now, he and his collabora-

tors have found the pathway that controls 

expression of these growth factors. 

When the researchers triggered activa-

tion of the biochemical pathway Akt in the 

endothelium, the number of stem cells in the 

bone marrow increased 10-fold. When they 

switched off activation, the number of stem 

cells decreased. The results appear in the 

November 2010 issue of Nature Cell Biology. 
In a second study, the team discov-

ered that endothelial cells in the liver also 

prompt stem cells to expand. That find-

ing appeared in Nature on November 11, 

2010. In addition, Rafii and his collabora-

tors found evidence that activation of the 

endothelium is vital to tissue regeneration 

in the lungs and pancreas. 

A next question, Rafii says, will be to 

determine the mechanisms by which acti-

vated endothelial cells trigger stem cell 

growth in each organ. “The challenge that 

lies ahead is to discover the organ-specific 

growth factors produced by the endothe-

lial cells,” he says. 

clockiNg temperatures

Fluctuations in body temperature are intri-

cately tied to the 24-hour circadian rhythm 

of gene expressions in mammals, new 

research shows. While scientists knew that 

the internal clocks of plants, bacteria, and 

cold-blooded animals could be controlled 

by temperature, the new study by HHMI 

investigator Joseph Takahashi is the first to 

conclude that temperature can be used as a 

universal internal timing signal in mammals. 

The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), 

a tiny structure deep in the  mammalian 

brain, is known as the body’s master 

clock. It receives light input from our eyes 

and sends out signals to the rest of the 

body to synchronize functions to a daily 

schedule. over the past couple of years, 

Takahashi’s lab group at university of Texas 
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In normal nematodes, there’s only  
one ASE neuron (green dot), but 
 researchers have now coaxed other 
cells to turn into ASE neurons. 
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